This paper presents a method for multi-agent cooperative reasoning with E-knowledge and Iknowledge. We explain the meanings of E-knowledge and I-knowledge and show their importance for multi-agent cooperative reasoning. We consider how to translate E-knowledge and I-knowledge statements with the possible-world semantics into their corresponding statements in first order logic. Communication among agents is also incorporated into our method. An example is given to show how to use E-knowledge and I-knowledge to describe and solve multi-agent cooperative reasoning problems.
Introduction
There is no doubt that reasoning, planning and cooperating problem solving under multi-agent environments have become one of the most important topics in artificial intelligence. For example, the world cup of robot football tournament has been held every year from 1997.
In [He 97 ], we presented an automated reasoning system for multi-agent knowledge and time. The reasoning procedure is based on the so-called semantic method [Morgan 76] . By this method, a given multiagent cooperation problem is described by a set of modal logic formulas [Hughes 68 ]. For reasoning, the formulas are translated, according to the possibleworlds semantics, into a semantically equivalent firstorder clause set. Then, an extended first-order theorem prover, METAI [He 97 ], which is extended from ME (Model Elimination) [Loveland 68 ], is applied to derive results.
In multi-agent cooperation environments, it is often necessary to reason about the state of knowledge †1 A preliminary version of this paper appeared in [He 00 ].
of all agents being considered, not simply the state of knowledge of each individual agent. Therefore, knowledge that everyone knows and knowledge that someone knows [Halpern 85 ] are necessary for cooperative reasoning in multi-agent environments.
Knowledge that everyone knows is denoted to Eknowledge. For example, any game rule in a robot football game is E-knowledge for all robot players. E-knowledge is very important for multi-agent reasoning. For example, if p → q is E-knowledge from time 2 and agent a knows that agent b knows that p at time 5, then agent a can conclude that agent b knows q at time 5.
On the other hand, knowledge that someone knows is also called implicit knowledge and is denoted to Iknowledge for short. Intuitively, ψ is I-knowledge if and only if it can be deduced from the combination of knowledge of all agents. For example, suppose that agent a and agent b are two cooperating agents, and agent a knows p, agent b knows p → r, then r is Iknowledge, since r can be derived by the combination of the knowledge of agent a and agent b, that is, r can be deduced from {p, p → r}. It is obvious that ψ cannot be generated by cooperative reasoning unless it is I-knowledge. In this way, I-knowledge is also very useful for multi-agent cooperative reasoning [Halpern 84 ]. In the above example, neither agent a nor agent b can individually know r. However, if agent a and agent b exchange their knowledge by communication, then r can be deduced.
In this paper, we extend our automated reasoning system for Multi-Agent Knowledge and Time, presented in [He 97 ], with incorporating E-knowledge and I-knowledge (hereafter abbreviated to MAKTEI for convenience) under the conditions of linear, discrete and synchronous time and unbounded memory. We introduce how to use the possible-world semantics to explain the concepts of E-knowledge and Iknowledge, and consider how to translate them into their corresponding first-order formulas.
Communication among agents is another important factor for multi-agent cooperative reasoning. Agents can get and exchange their knowledge by communication. Especially, I-knowledge can change into Eknowledge by communication. We will consider a simple communication protocol for multi-agent cooperative reasoning in our case.
The organization of the rest of the paper is as follows. In the next section, we introduce the syntax and the possible-world semantics of MAKTEI. In section 3, we consider the communication protocol in our case. Then, we introduce the translation procedure in section 4 and consider implementation of our method and show some experimental results in section 5. Lastly, we give concluding remarks in section 6. For convenience to present, we combine the review and the extension together. Suppose that τ is a time constant or a time variable and a i is an agent. Then formation rules for MAKTEI formulas are as follows:
• if p is a proposition symbol, then p t+T (especially,
• if φ is a formula, then I τ φ is a formula;
• if φ is a formula, then ∀(T ≤ t)φ is a formula;
• if φ, ψ are formulas, then ¬φ, φ ∧ ψ are formulas.
For the sake of convenience, we also use logic connectives ∨, → and an existential quantifier ∃ in our language.
Intuitively, K τ ai φ means that at time τ , agent a i knows φ, and
E-knowledge (I-knowledge), respectively.
[Example 1]
A multi-agent cooperative reasoning problem is given by the following MAKTEI formula set, where coop (com, f in) means cooperation (communication, finished) respectively. We also assume that work can be done only by cooperation.
Formula (1) and (2) present two E-knowledge for agent a and agent b. The first E-knowledge says that for any time t 1 , if there is a work then a cooperation will be made at t 1 + 2. The second E-knowledge says that for any time t 2 , if a cooperation is made for a work, then the work will be finished at t 2 + 5.
Formula (3) means that at time 3 agent a 1 knows that there is a work at time 4. Formula (4) means that there is a communication between agents at time 6. Now, we are interested in whether work can be finished by agent cooperation, that is, whether
can be shown logically from formulas (1), (2), (3) and (4).
The Possible-World Semantics of MAK-TEI
In this paper, a possible-world model of MAKTEI for m agents is defined as a tuple:
where W is a set of worlds, each of which indicates a possible-world of a given multi-agents' system over time. We assume that each world vary in discrete time points, thus for each w in W and n in N , (w, n) represents the world w at the n-th time point. On the other hand, π assigns a truth value to each proposition formula at every (w, n), and
As a model of MAKTEI, we assume in this paper that each agent has unbounded memory and time is synchronous. Then, for all l ∈ {a 1 , · · · , a m }, X l has following four properties:
The first three properties mean that X l is reflexive, symmetric and transitive respectively [Hughes 68 ], while the last one means that each agent keeps track of his whole history, where T is an arbitrary time constant and ∀(T ≤ t) means for all t such that t ≥ T .
We denote by M, (w i , t j ) |= φ that an MAKTEI formula φ is true at the point (w i , t j ) of model M , then the truth being defined inductively as follows:
From the above possible-world semantics of MAK-TEI and the property (9), we can conclude 
A Communication Protocol
In multi-agent cooperative reasoning, agents will exchange their information by communication. Of course, various protocols can be defined. For example, communication is only made in those agents who are in some limited range given by some rules. In this paper, we suppose that communication is made among all agents.
When communication takes place, any agent will make his knowledge to the public and obtain new knowledge from other agents. In other words, any implicit knowledge can change into its corresponding common knowledge by communication. That is, if at time t, φ is an I-knowledge (I t φ) and communication is made among agents (com t ), then φ becomes the corresponding E-knowledge (E t φ). This can be described by the following formula.
where φ is any MAKTEI formula. According to the above rule, the following formula is added to Example 1 for reasoning.
Translation Procedure
The reasoning process in our method is as follows: The MAKTEI formulas are first translated, according to the possible-world semantics, into their equivalent first-order formulas, from which we then derive a set of clauses. We use an extended general-purpose firstorder proof procedure, say, METAI (ME with Transitive Axioms Inequalities) [He 97 ], to check the satisfiability of the set of clauses. If the translated set of first-order clauses is unsatisfiable, it means that the original MAKTEI formula set is valid. Otherwise, it means that the original MAKTEI formula set is not valid.
In order to translate an arbitrary MAKTEI formula into its equivalent first-order formula, we introduce predicate X(w, w , t, l) to represent the possibleworld relation ((w, t), (w , t)) ∈ X l (l ∈ {a 1 , . . . , a m }). We also use the same inequality predicate symbol ≤ to represent the translated version of the time order relation. Moreover, we use predicate P to represent each corresponding propositional symbol p in an MAKTEI formula. We denote our translation procedure by tr.
If a formula φ does not contain any modal operator like E and I, from the possible-world semantics of MAKTEI, the translation procedure is defined inductively as follows [He 99 ], where 1 ≤ k ≤ m.
The four properties of X l (l ∈ {a 1 , . . . , a m }), i.e., (6), (7), (8) and (9) can be translated as follows, where T is an arbitrary time constant.
∀wt X(w, w, t, l) (12) ∀ww t(X(w, w , t, l) → X(w , w, t, l)) (13) ∀ww tw (X(w, w , t, l) ∧ X(w , w , t, l)
→ X(w, w , t, l)) (14)
∀ww T t(¬X(w, w , T, l)

→ ¬(T ≤ t) ∨ ¬X(w, w , t, l)) (15)
Next, we consider the translation procedure for E τ φ and I τ φ, where φ is an arbitrary MAKTEI formula.
According to the possible-world semantics, translation procedure for E τ φ at the point (w i , t j ) can be described as: (w i , w 1 , τ, a 1 ) ∨ tr(φ, (w 1 , τ) 
For simplicity, we introduce a new variable l, called agent variable (l ∈ {a 1 , . . . , a m }) , into our language. Thus, E τ φ (that is, at time τ everyone knows φ) can be expressed as ∀lK τ l φ, and the translation procedure for the formula E τ φ in point (w i , t j ) is simplified as follows:
On the other hand, according to the possible-world semantics, the translation procedure for implicit knowledge I τ φ at point(w i , t j ) can be expressed as:
Using the agent variable l, the above formula can simply be rewritten as:
[Example 2] (Continued from Example 1) By the translation procedure, the formulas (1), (2), (3), (4) and the negation of formula (5) in Example 1, with the formula (11) are translated into the following corresponding first-order formulas respectively, where we assume (0, 0) as the initial point.
∨fin(w 2 , t 2 + 5)) (17)
The correctness of our reasoning method can be shown by the following proposition.
Proposition 1 Let F be an arbitrary MAKTEI formula and F be its translated first-order formula at point (w, t) (i.e., F = tr (F, (w, t)) ). Suppose that W L is the set of the four properties of X l , i.e., (6)- (9) In each case, the set of possible-worlds for MAKTEI is just the domain of the first-order interpretation. The translated set of W L properties and IN EQ are always used as axioms when we deal with the translated first-order formula.
Implementation and Experimental Results
Our extended multi-agent cooperative reasoning for MAKTEI has been currently implemented in SICStus Prolog on Sun SPARCstation2/80MHz. The implementation can be easily made based on METAI given in [He 97 ]. Therefore the details are also omitted.
[Example 3] (Continued from Example 2) The first-order formulas shown in Example 2) can be further translated into the following first-order clause set.
By METAI, we can show the above first-order clause set is unsatisfiable. That is, if we suppose that work could not be finished by cooperation, then the reasoning result was false. This conversely shows that work can be finished by agent cooperation. The running time is 13 msec. Notice the knowledge persistence property is also used [He 97, Lin 92] . ✷ Many other MAKTEI formulas have been checked about their satisfiability and some of those results are shown in Table Table 1 . Notice that only when the translated first-order clause set of a "not valid" formula is decidable, we can have a result.
Concluding Remarks
We have extended our reasoning method for multiagent cooperation presented in [He 97 ] by incorporating E-knowledge and I-knowledge. We have shown how to capture the concepts of E-knowledge and Iknowledge and how to translate E-knowledge and Iknowledge into their corresponding first-order formulas. We have used an example to show how to use E-knowledge and I-knowledge to describe and make multi-agent cooperative reasoning. The communication among agents has been discussed. Some experimental results have also been presented to show the power of our method.
There are some other reasoning methods for modal logics [Nonmengart 93, Ohlbach 86], but the extensions of these methods to multi-modal logics and how to handle E-knowledge and I-knowledge are not made yet. The possible-world semantic method is, as we have shown in this paper, is useful for reasoning in multi-modal logics and can handle E-knowledge and I-knowledge smoothly.
In this paper, we have supposed that communication is made among all agents. In the future, we will consider communication among a group of agents. We will also try to introduce agent personality into our method and consider how to represent common knowledge in our system. Moreover, we will use forward chaining strategy [He 98, He 01] to enhance the reasoning efficiency. 
